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KAMRITA’S DAUGHTER
HAS BECOME A MUM
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Main image and
insets: Ranu prowls
her territory with her
beautiful twin cubs
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Funds from your
adoption helped
to pay for the camera
traps that took the
amazing pictures
you see here

Exciting news! Kamrita’s daughter, Ranu, has become
a mother for the very first time, to two gorgeous cubs
ou may remember reading in your last
update that she’d been showing all the
signs of breeding. Well now we know why,
and we couldn’t be more thrilled for her.

HAPPY SNAPS
For the first few weeks, Ranu kept her precious
family safely hidden away in dense forest. But
they recently started venturing out and, as luck
would have it, walked right past our camera traps!
We’re delighted to share the pictures with you.
As yet we can’t confirm whether the cubs are
male or female – it’s too difficult to tell from
these photos. But hopefully we’ll have more
news for you in your next update.
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1 KG

Tigers give
birth to
between
two and four
cubs, each
weighing about
one kilogramme

The stripy youngsters will rely on Ranu for
food until they’re about 18-20 months old. By
then they’ll have developed their permanent
canine teeth and can catch their own prey.
Meanwhile, devoted Ranu will teach them all
the skills they’ll need to survive in the wild.
As you can see, they’re sticking very close to
her at the moment, and she’s being extremely
protective.

In all, 18 individual tigers were photographed
including Ranu and her twins. After studying
the photos we identified three males, eight
females and seven tigers whose gender we
couldn’t make out.

CAMERA-SHY KAMRITA

Funds from your adoption helped to pay for
the camera traps that took the amazing
pictures you see here. So a huge thank you
from all of us.

Ranu shares her territory with Kamrita, but
there were no camera trap photos of her and
her cub this time.
What we did discover is that Ranu wasn’t the
only tigress to give birth. Two other females
also have new cubs, which is a positive sign of a
healthy habitat and bodes well for the future.

We treasure every single one of these beautiful
but endangered big cats, and know that you
do too.

YOUR NEXT UPDATE >> WE’LL KEEP CHECKING THE

CAMERA TRAPS FOR PHOTOS OF KAMRITA AND RANU, SO WATCH
OUT FOR YOUR AUTUMN UPDATE.

LEFT ALL IMAGES: © WWF-NEPAL TOP RIGHT: © NATUREPL.COM / ANUP SHAH / WWF CAMERA TRAP: © AKASH SHRESTHA / WWF-NEPAL
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Compiled by Sabita
Malla from WWF-Nepal’s
tiger team, whose work
your adoption helps
support
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ROARING BACK
We’re celebrating recent news
that tiger numbers are up in India!
n 2006, only 1,411 wild tigers were
estimated to be living in India. In
I n tota l
18 in dividu
2010 the estimate was 1,706 and we’re w ere
al tige rs
ca ug ht on
ca m era
really pleased to say that the 2014
survey estimated an incredible 2,226.

I

The good news was revealed in the Status of
Tigers in India report, which stated that the
increase is largely due to improved protection
within tiger reserves and other protected
areas. It’s a really positive sign that, with
better management and improved protection,
conservation efforts are really working.

ENORMOUS EFFORT
India’s new estimate is the result of the largest
and most thorough tiger census the country
has ever undertaken. It covered 18 states
and more than 300,000 square kilometres,
including areas outside of tiger reserves.
At last year’s Dhaka tiger conference all 13
tiger range countries made a commitment to
count their tigers too, in order to release a new
global tiger population figure in 2016. This
is the halfway point to our goal of doubling
the number of wild tigers to at least 6,000 by
2022 (the next Chinese year of the tiger) – and
India’s success has made us more determined
than ever.

2006

16,411

2010

16,706

2014

26,226

Rise
in tiger
numbers
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C H A N G E

TIGERS
FOR THE LOVE OF…

M

any habitats and species
are already being affected
by climate change and more will
feel its impact in the coming
years. To protect the things we
love, we’re proud to be part of the
Climate Coalition – more than 100
organisations campaigning for
action on climate change.

© MARTIN HARVEY / WWF
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TIGERS

NE WS
RECOGNITION FOR
KAMRITA’S HOME

SHOW YOUR STRIPES
Wednesday 29 July is International Tiger Day, and we’d like you to be a Tiger Hero

he accolade happened
at Nepal’s Towards Zero
Poaching in Asia event
in February, which brought
together experts from 13 Asian
countries to share successful
anti-poaching methods, tools
and technologies.
Achieving CA|TS status
means Chitwan National
Park has reached the highest
level of tiger protection that
a country can aspire to. It’s
all thanks to an increasingly
effective management and
protection regime, and the
tireless dedication of park
staff working to keep tigers
and other animals safe from
the ever-present threat
of poaching.
We’re thrilled that this
well-deserved endorsement
acknowledges their efforts
and success. Funds from your
adoption help support their

© NATUREPL.COM / FRANCOIS SAVIGNY / WWF

Chitwan national park has become
the first global site to be officially
certified as conservation assured tiger
standard CA|TS

How will you
be a tiger hero?

nternational Tiger Day focuses
worldwide attention on these
magnificent yet threatened big cats. It’s an
annual celebration of the dedicated tiger
rangers and conservationists who work so
heroically to help protect tigers. And we’re
inviting you to be part of it.

I

Of course you’re already giving tigers
masses of support through your adoption,
but International Tiger Day offers the
chance to do something extra. Why not
get your friends and family involved too –
you’ll be the cat’s whiskers! Here are some
grrreat ideas for doing more to give tigers a
fighting chance:

work, making you part of this
outstanding achievement.

Don’t buy anything that may contain
parts of a tiger.
Try to buy forest-friendly products,
like certified paper and wood products,
certified sustainable palm oil and
sustainable coffee
Spread the word. Post or subscribe our
Facebook www.facebook.com/wwfhongkong

China cats
Rare video footage shows that Amur tigers could be increasing their range within China

© SIMON DE TREY-WHITE / WWF-UK

G
Our camera traps recently captured incredible footage of a beautiful tigress and her cubs playing
30 kilometres from the Russian border. It’s the first-ever video evidence of Amur tigers living this far inside China, and a
positive sign that our conservation efforts there are working. You can watch the short but very significant video at
wwf.org.uk/countcats
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In your last update, we asked you to send your messages
of support to the brave rangers who work to protect wild tigers
from poaching and other threats, and lots of you responded.
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Thank you so much! We’ve passed the messages to Sabita and the team,
but we also promised to feature some of them in your adoption update.
So here are a handful of them:

STAMP: © R ISOTTI, A CAMBONE - HOMO AMBIENS / WWF SABITA & TEAM: © WWF-NEPAL TIGER: © ROGER HOOPER / WWF

Having my
own little tiger
for the past
few years has
made me realise
how special all
cats are. It’s so
Adopter Rachel sent important to
in this perfect picture
of her cat Marli
protect those
out in the wild who face so
many threats to their existence.
Thank you for risking
everything to make sure they
are kept safe.

My favourite animals
are tigers so I was thrilled
to find an adoption
package under the tree for
Christmas! I think that
the work that is done to
stop poaching, extinction,
habitat destruction etc. is
amazing so I would like to
thank all of the staff and
workers at WWF for trying
to save our incredible
world!
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ache
From R

My mummy says you are
doing a great job and should
be proud. I have sent you a
picture of the tigers I look
after and maybe I can help
your tigers more one day.

Chiara

From Megan
Woods, 11

Thank you for putting your lives on the
line on a regular basis to protect the wild
tigers. Your selflessness, bravery and
dedication to the tigers and the national
park should be commended.

From Allanah
Whiteley

We want to hear from you
Send us your pictures, messages of support, or tell us what you love about your adopted animal.
We’ll feature some in future issues. Email us at adopt@wwf.org.hk
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BE A
CHAMPION
CHOOSER
Environmentally
friendly products,
and make your
home more
energy-efficient

We can all do our bit to help tackle climate
change. Here are some top tips for showing the
planet (and TIGERS) some love
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Find more planet-friendly tips at: wwf.org.uk/tips

Find out why
eating less meat and
more veg can help.
Check out our green
eating plan:
www.org.uk/livewell
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Get involved!
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